KABLOONA
"And this one?' I would ask, pointing.
6Ki-na-tam-na/ he would answer, separating the syllables
with care.
By this time I was off the box, trotting beside him. We would
wait for the sled to come alongside, grab the tobacco tin, roll
cigarettes as we trudged on, and— I still emulating Utak, striv-
ing by mimicry to become part of this life — scrutinize our
world. Here was a strap loose, and if I did not tighten it as the
sled glided on, half the load might slip off. Was that a little
cloud we saw forward on the left? No, nothing to worry about.
We sat down on the sled to rest, back to the wind,.smoked for a
bit, and then, after Utak had hummed to himself a while, both
sprang down from the sled, he on his side and I on mine, to
lighten the load and encourage the dogs.
Strangest of all was the absence of colour in this landscape.
This world of the North, when it was not brown was grey.
Snow, I discovered, is not white!
For you Outside snow is an enchanting thing that comes in
the night and brings to you of a sudden a white and beautiful
world lying in silence out of the window when you wake in the
morning. You shave and dress in fairyland, and you are cheer-
fill as you go in to breakfast. Your children make snowmen and
stick pipes in their faces. The picture flashes across your mind
of grand dukes wrapped in furs, wafted away in curving troikas
behind jingling bells to call on a ballerina on one of the islands
round St* Petersburg. For men in the Arctic snow is a thing of
endless labour, always either too soft or too hard; a thing that
drifts in through the chinks of the igloo and fills one's clothing;
a thing that comes down for the express purpose of burying
your dogs and harpoons and whatever else you have had the
ill-luck to forget out of doors. Being uneven in its fall, now here
and now gone, it makes the trail a laborious thing. In spring
the careless are blinded by it. It buries the Arctic and levels it
off with such uniformity that you have to dig with your heel to
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